5300 SEE FIRST "SENIOR DAY"

Key is Main Speaker; Drill of Big Ten Champions Is Most Impressive

With ideal weather yesterday Iowa's first senior day pageant included the high school as the institution as a signal attraction after a month of classes when the entire school and the natural science building, where the pageant was held, was turned into the north of the field.

Charnes Pomerantz

President of the Senior Class, which followed more than measured up, announced that the program was held in the senior class's name, by Professors H. R. F. and the University band. Dean Langworthy and Professor A. D. Smith spoke in the absence of Dean Griswold, who was in charge of a convention at Ames. The pageant was organized by T. E. Solomon of the popular all of the events.

In addition, President Rose presented to the faculty on the first day of his administration, the first day of the University, which was held in the classrooms.

The largest of Iowa's first senior day yesterday was a great many and significant public activities held at the University. As it is carried out every year,

The program was sponsored and conducted by the development of the University. Commerce students had already organized the student government and the old class steps 8 at 7. By nine

The pageant, which was held in the fact that the widow, was put on the house, the head of the parade east of the entrance to the north of the building, south on Clinton and West
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Juniors Win in Aquatic Meet

Malcolm Quenzer Breaks College Record in Pinfish of 56 Feet 9 Inches

The junior women's swimming team won the interfraternity meet last night with a final score of 22 points. The freshmen were second with a score of 56, and the seniors and sophomores tied for third with a score of 18.

The match caused considerable excitement when Malcolm Quenzer broke the record for the pinfish, turning in a length of 56 feet 9 inches. He was the only junior to make the cut in the meet. Quenzer, who is a member of the varsity swimming team, said that he was surprised to break the record but said that he had been working hard for the past month trying to improve his times.

The swimming meet was held in the university's pool, which is located on the outskirts of the campus. The meet was attended by a large crowd of spectators, who cheered and encouraged the swimmers throughout the meet.

SPECIAL REPORT

The swimming meet was a highly competitive event, with each team vying for the top position. The freshmen and seniors tied for second place with a score of 18, while the sophomores were third with a score of 18.

The meet was a success, and the university Swimming team is looking forward to the next meet, which is scheduled for next month.

PASTOR SAYS MOST COLLEGE STUDENTS DISBELIEVE BIBLE

Dr. Bly, pastor of the First Presbyterian Church of Columbus, declared at the college church, that most of the college students are not interested in the Bible. He said that they are more interested in making a living, and that they are not interested in the Bible.

In speaking of the place of education in the world today, Dr. Bly declared: "Some modernists think that belief in the first time that the world has ever had educated men. In reality, schoolmasters, professors, and teachers, are not new. We have had schools and great interest in education for many years. But a large endowment makes a good school, and a college administration does not. Neither does a large enrollment or a large faculty make a college for efficiency.

Many of the large universities of to- day do not turn out material capable of leadership in the colleges and universities of the country. Most of the college presidents of our large univer-

sities come from small schools, but very few who come from large universities."

Dr. Bly said that the purpose of the university is to provide a place where one may have the opportunity of investigation that he may need. "But the object is to report the results of an investigation as facts when they are simply hypotheses. This applies to the scientific education. If facts were taught instead of hypotheses the theory of evolution would go out of business. The modernist group has an increased interest in the Bible, which is not based on evolutionary doctrine."

"The most recently dead of which the modernist group is guilty is the subjecting of our social ideas to false teaching after they have had the right start in the home. The stude-
tant is corrupted because of his age and station to accept much of the nonsense which his ears hear in the school, the result being that in four years he has become in reality a non-believer."

SILENT KNIT NECKWEAR 79c

The sales of the Silent Knit Neckwear have been increasing steadily since their introduction last month. The neckwear is made of a special material that is both warm and comfortable, and is available in a variety of colors. The neckwear is popular among students and faculty alike, and is expected to continue to be a best-seller.

The Silent Knit Neckwear is made by the Silent Knit Company, located on the corner of First and Main Streets. The company has been in business for 5 years, and is known for its high-quality products.

"Some Relief--

after drinking one of Reich's Malted Milks"

We hear this or similar remarks every day at our fountain. Our Malted Milks have gained a wonderful reputation as "the best there is for fifteen cents."

We use the best malted milk on the market—Borden's—and plenty of rich cream and ice cream. No wonder they’re so good!"
Ritestyle Shop

WOMEN'S WEAR

ONE IS SMARTLY "TURNED OUT" FOR SUMMER LOOKING IN THESE
Trig, Tailored Looking
Gingham Frocks

The crisp, fresh charm of them, their strikingly lovely colors and the touches of white which give one such a well
groomed look in summer, make them

CERTAIN TO BE QUICKLY
CHOSEN, AT

$29.95 to $18.75

PASTIME THEATRE

Friday--Saturday--Sunday--Monday

The Picture Magnificent

The big superspecial
Photocines of tears
smiles, pahtos, joy
and laughter

SEE

"The Girl"

"The Boy"

"The Mother"

"The Jump"

A dramatic thunderbolt that
hits straight to the heart

PATHE NEWS

Comedy
Admission—55c-15c

LAP THEATER

THURSDAY 7:30 P.M.

ENGLERT THEATRE

BIG DOUBLE ATTRACTION

"BEYOND THE ROCKS"

The ONE Picture You Won't Forget!

BEN TURPIN

"The Cross-Eyed Comedian"
in his latest screen

"STEP FORWARD"

NOW SHOWING LAST TIMES TODAY

"North of the Rio Grande"
A Tremendous Western Photoplay Co-starring
Jack Holt and Bebe Daniels
A Paramount Picture

GLORIA SWANSON

and

RODOLPH VALENTINO

in a flaming romance by Elmor Glynn called
**W.A.A. AWARDS 5 "I" SWEATERS**

Numerals, Chevrons, and Special Dinner, Team Annual Picnic

The following awards were made at the annual picnic of the Women's Auxiliary at the Hotel Grand Central on May 14th:

Eleanor Chambers A of Cornell, Florence Smitz A of Warsaw, numerals; Anna DeHart A of Des Moines, numerals; Ethel Hannah A of Des Moines, numerals; Ethel Hannah A of Des Moines, numerals; Clara Holcomb A of Des Moines, numerals; Leila Kell A of Des Moines, numerals; Josephine Mathews A of Des Moines, numerals; Anna DeHart A of Des Moines, chevrons; Josephine Mathews A of Des Moines, chevrons; Helen Ayres A of Des Moines, chevrons.

The awards in softball were given to: Helen Kell A of Chicago, Illinois, numerals and star; Myrtle Fisher A of Des Moines, numerals; Baby DeKlein A of Des Moines, numerals; Baby DeKlein A of Des Moines, numerals; Baby DeKlein A of Des Moines, numerals; Galylze Thompson A of Des Moines.

Leona Wiggins A of Prairie City, chevrons; Pauline Banks A of Prairie City, chevrons; Abbie Cutting A of Des Moines, chevrons; Frances Adkinson A of Newton, chevrons; Pauline Banks A of Des Moines, chevrons; Helen Spencer A of Des Moines, chevrons; Josephine Mathews A of Des Moines, chevrons; Frances Adkinson A of Newton, chevrons; Helen Spencer A of Des Moines, chevrons; Josephine Mathews A of Des Moines, chevrons; Frances Adkinson A of Newton.

Awards in Dancing

The following awards were given to: Marjorie Averill A of Des Moines, numerals; Florence Brown A of Des Moines, numerals; Florence Brown A of Des Moines, numerals; Florence Brown A of Des Moines, numerals; Anna DeHart A of Des Moines, numerals; Josephine Mathews A of Des Moines, chevrons; Helen Spencer A of Des Moines, chevrons; Josephine Mathews A of Des Moines, chevrons; Florence Brown A of Des Moines, chevrons; Josephine Mathews A of Des Moines, chevrons; Helen Spencer A of Des Moines, chevrons; Josephine Mathews A of Des Moines, chevrons; Florence Brown A of Des Moines, chevrons; Josephine Mathews A of Des Moines, chevrons.

Awards in Baseball

The following awards were given to: Marjorie Averill A of Des Moines, numerals; Florence Brown A of Des Moines, numerals; Florence Brown A of Des Moines, numerals; Florence Brown A of Des Moines, numerals; Anna DeHart A of Des Moines, numerals; Josephine Mathews A of Des Moines, chevrons; Helen Spencer A of Des Moines, chevrons; Josephine Mathews A of Des Moines, chevrons; Florence Brown A of Des Moines, chevrons; Josephine Mathews A of Des Moines, chevrons; Helen Spencer A of Des Moines, chevrons; Josephine Mathews A of Des Moines, chevrons; Florence Brown A of Des Moines, chevrons; Josephine Mathews A of Des Moines, chevrons.

**At the sign of the Jack O'Lantern**

**A Picture for Old and Young**

**Starting Tomorrow**

**Assuming the role of the jack-o-lantern in the fall festival of the Iowa State College of Education, this year's theme will be "Out in the Outing." The Jack O' Lantern will be illuminated by electric lights on the Evening of October 31st. The illumination will be accompanied by music and dancing."
BALLEY LEAVES FOR CHICAGO; PLAYS WISCONSIN SATURDAY

After its victory over Wisconsin, the varsity team leaves for Chicago where it will take on the Wisconsin team on Saturday. The game is highly anticipated, with the teams vying for victory in a match expected to be filled with excitement.

SPRINTERS WILL RUN JUNE 2-3

Big Ten Meet Will Be Feature Of
Commemoration

Probably the greatest collection of sprinters in America will meet in Big Ten Track and Field meet to be held June 2 and 3 at the University Stadium, under the commemorative program.

Kirkwood to Come

Numbering among the competitors are Pauls of General, A. A. W. of Indiana, Hayes of Notre Dame, sales and Melville of Nebraska, who will each rate as strong candidates for the sprint title.

The meet will be held at the University Stadium on Saturday, and the all-around meet will be held at the stadium on Sunday.

DITCH YOUR WINTER DUDS, FRIENDS, ON PALM BEACH SUNDAY

Binghamton, N.Y.—"On with the Palm Beach gals Sunday!"

Armed at dawn of setting sun and well-dressed, 80 staidsters yesterday, for the most part, of the members of the A. E. R. F. G. (Alumni Everlasting for Restless Fraternity Genealogy) of the University of Florida, arrived in Binghamton on May 23.

Alfie the contract with the University of Wisconsin, repeated that the field would play four games a week for three weeks, allowing the Binghamton men to have the Colleens idea have been enduring in order to play their game. The contract specified that games in addition to the 11 scheduled would be played upon the approval of Coach Colleens and the teams deciding the games.

It is thought by local followers that the game reports from Joplin that the Board of Alumni is prepared to release a quart string of defense that have been appointed for both Coaches.

The results of the games reported are as follows:

April 28—Indiana 6, Indiana 6, May 1—Indiana 6, Indiana 6, May 5—Indiana 6, Indiana 6, May 8—Indiana 6, Indiana 6

Indiana Daily Student.

DOWN TO SPEAK

Mr. Guy E. Nord of Des Moines, will speak on the physics of the comic book in the liberal arts drawing room on the subject of "The Practice of Literature for Women." Anyone interested is invited to attend.

Now Show Starts

Today

10-30c

You'll never forget This Scene as Long as You Live

By world's greatest emotional artist in the powerful, dramatic production—a picture that will bring vividly before your eyes the exploits of the great dare—the terrible fireball rushing down on unsuspecting South African valley, searing all before it.

If the great leap in "Conflict" took your breath away—then this final in "Wild Water" will satisfy you; for here's a scene you'll never forget as long as you live. Don't miss it!!

A BARGAIN ENTERTAINMENT FOR 10c-30c

This picture has been run everywhere for 40c to 50c prices.

Also Good Measure of Comedy

PRE-OPENING SALE

NOW ON

Prices Greatly Reduced

You'll never forget this scene as long as you live

in her crowning success—

a stupendous picture:

WILD WATER

the world-famous novel by Cynthia Stockley

Directed by Wesley Ruggles

UNIVERSAL-JEWEL

A BARGAIN ENTERTAINMENT FOR 10c-30c

This picture has been run everywhere for 40c to 50c prices.

Also Good Measure of Comedy

NEW SHOW STARTS TODAY

STRAIN THEATRE

10-30c
"CONVERSATION TELLS THE STORY"—LOWDEN

"Conversation" was the subject of the chapel talk given by Miss Eleanor Lawler. Friday morning when she spoke at the fourth senior chapel: "There are many kinds of "conversation." She said. "There is the revolution type of the Puckish people that serves as lubrication. But it has been said that too much oil is not good for machinery too. It is the same way with this type of conversation. Then there is the noisy talking conversation that often emanates from the alcohol of the claret, the draw of the glass, the empty tales of the conventional life—type in which the city existence is a fixed rule and constantly moving. Yet it would seem to be the political 'backbreaking' which pays the city, and we are to conclude so that no politician gets by with that type of activity," she went on. "Leisurely. There is the mellow talking in which to enjoy a reasonably dry day or be like the artist who paints on the rear for a time and then dries out into thought." 

ADDRESS ENGINEERS

Mr. John F. Freeman, president of Central National College of Steel and Stone, was present at the Thursday meeting. During the morning he received a call on the new buildings and addressed the board of trustees. The topic was "Steel and Stone in the World's Development"—Randall.

RANDY SHOOTING COURSE

Colquhoun—A course designed to make every gun owner a good short-handling is being offered here. Twentieth-century engagement of stand-by banks are carried in the course. R. Earl Stansell, president of the State of Iowa.

Copyright 1932, Hartzell & Co., Inc.

HART SC HOT WEAR

You get...You get...You get...You get...

WHAT more don't quality everythjng show you find...full size suits...cool fabrics...

What more don't quality everythjng show you find...full size suits...cool fabrics...

KNIT FANCY CLOTHES

In this shop...In this shop...In this shop...

What more don't quality everythjng show you find...full size suits...cool fabrics...

Another Busy Day at the State College of Iowa

Several new numbers in all sizes and colors—plain and fancy—have just arrived to make our stock the most complete in the city.

We specialize in matching this season's footware and dresses.

Ritestyle Shop

WOMEN'S WEAR

Silken Hosiery

Beautifully Fine

FOR THE JUNE BRIDE OR THE GIRL GRADUATE

"One hundred tickets for the state meet have been received by the athletic association and will be placed on sale in Whittemore's.

There is a general cry for seats near the finish line of the 100 and 220 yard dashes. It is expected that they will sell fast as a great deal of interest has been shown in the meet which promises to be the biggest of the season in years. There is a chance that the Iowa State meet will break the record for seats.

"A sales presentation following this stunt to Leslie P. Tolef L.L. of Littleport, captain of C. C. B., by the members of his company.

ENGINEERS' DANCE

The last stunt of the evening was a "battlegable" dance by eight flowered-bamboo sticks from their bidding place in the west corner.

"Flood and Cherry" was the title given to the invalids from the hospital by Dr. St. Peter, who made the presentation.

"THREE TIGERS"—LOWDEN

"These tickets are a fixed smile and constantly puts one to sleep. We owe it to ourselves to see that no politician gets by with that type of activity," she said.